
READ THE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE FILLING IN THE APPLICATION FORM

1. Use capital letters only.

2. Details in each column should be complete and authentic.
    Fill in the application form as per the details in the 10th Std school record. In case of selection,
the same details will be furnished in college records (ID card, fee card and other official records
of PU Board).

3. As per its policy, Mount Carmel PU College does not accept donation for seats. Do not
approach agents to procure 1st PU admission. Admission is based on merit.

4. Recommendation / Influence will not be considered.

5. While filling COLUMN No. 3 - Category for Admission.

     MENTION ANY ONE CATEGORY AS PER SCHOOL RECORDS (TC)
    SC = SCHEDULE CASTE ST = SCHEDULE TRIBE CAT I = CATEGORY I

CAT II A = CATEGORY II A CAT II B = CATEGORY II B
CAT III A = CATEGORY III A       CAT III B = CATEGORY III B          GM =
GENERAL MERIT             DA = DIFFERENTIALLY ABLED          RC = ROMAN
CATHOLIC     CHR = CHRISTIAN (OTHER THAN ROMAN CATHOLIC)

Note: Students belonging to any Reservation Category must upload their relevant caste
certificate, failing which their category for admission will be considered as General Merit (GM).

6. To fill COLUMN No. 4a
    Course: ARTS / COMMERCE / SCIENCE (Select any one)

    To fill COLUMN No. 4b
    Combination: (Select any one)

    To fill COLUMN No. 4c
    Language: II Language Opted for
    KANNADA / HINDI / SANSKRIT/ FRENCH (Any one)
    (It is the language opted in school during the last exam. If opting for a change in language to
French, it is mandatory to know the basics.)

If language exemption is taken in 10th standard / SSLC / equivalent examination, enclose the
relevant documents.

7. To fill in COLUMN No. 7
     Medium of instruction: ENGLISH MEDIUM / KANNADA MEDIUM



8. To fill in COLUMN No. 9
     Enter marks: Select the subject (applicable to you) from the drop box and enter the
maximum marks and obtained marks in the respective columns.

If 3rd language / subject 4 is not applicable to you, leave the column blank.

9. Affix the latest Passport size photograph (plain background, matte finish) of the student, not
in school uniform, with light coloured modest outfit with sleeves, clarity and visibility of the face
is essential (head not covered) on the online application form Print out / hard copy. This is as
per Pre-University Board norms.

10. Signature of Parents / Guardian and Candidate with date is mandatory on the online
application form Print out / Hard copy that you are preserving with you.

KINDLY NOTE:

Owing to the pandemic, admission for 2021 - 22 is ONLINE. Kindly share accurate
mobile number(s) and e-mail ID of parents (while filling form) for official
correspondence.

Admission correspondence will be only through contact number and e-mail ID
shared in the application form.

If there is no response from you within the stipulated time (according to our
message), your seat will be cancelled and allotted to a deserving candidate.


